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Amnesia Haze Regular With every hit of Amnesia Haze regular, you’ll notice complex flavours roll across your tongue. Tastes of citrus,
earthiness, and pepper synergise for a wholesome and uplifting smoke experience.  

??????????: ??? ???????????? ????? 
Price 
????????????? ????????? ?????: 

Base price with tax 60,01 €

Price with discount 54,55 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 60,01 €

Sales price without tax 54,55 €

Discount 

Tax amount 5,46 €

??????? ??? ?? ????? 

??????? ??????Royal Queen Seeds 
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Amnesia Haze Regular Royal Queen
 

Amnesia Haze regular offers the classic Amnesia Haze experience, with an interesting twist: these seeds are just as nature intended them to
be. In other words, they’ll emerge as both male and female plants. As well as providing solid and reliable results, breeders can use these plants
to create their own strains.

We created Amnesia Haze regular using Original Amnesia genetics. This sativa-dominant variety features 70% sativa genetics and 30% indica.
This genetic profile contributes to a long and tall plant with thin-fingered fan leaves.

Amnesia Haze regular can be grown both indoors and out, though she flourishes in the latter (under suitably warm and sunny conditions).
Regardless of where you choose to raise her, she’ll produce abundant yields and super-resinous flowers. With that said, you’ll reach the higher
end of the yield spectrum if you raise her in a greenhouse under controlled conditions.

Indoor plants grow to between 80–140cm depending on container size and training practices. They’ll produce an extremely rewarding yield of
600–650g/m² following a flowering time of 10–11 weeks. Plants grown outdoors within containers or raised beds reach taller heights of
175–210cm and produce heavy yields of 650–700g/plant. These large and mighty outdoor specimens suck up plenty of nutrients, so be sure to
infuse your soil with high-quality organic compost.

Amnesia Haze regular provides an exotic and potent experience. Her beautiful, pillar-shaped flowers possess a large THC quantity of 22%. Her
high hits hard and fast, so take things one toke at a time, to begin with. With a reputation for delivering an almost psychedelic high, don't
underestimate the trippy power of this sativa-dominant beauty.

With every hit of Amnesia Haze regular, you’ll notice complex flavours roll across your tongue. Tastes of citrus, earthiness, and pepper
synergise for a wholesome and uplifting smoke experience.
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There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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